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1. CAMPAIGN 2020:


Can Democrats ban fracking and win Pa.?


The 2020 election will likely come down to just a few states, including one that boasts a robust hydraulic


fracturing industry. That creates a challenge in Pennsylvania for Democrats who want to ban fracking.


TOP STORIES


2. EPA:


Loosening methane rule could hurt U.S. gas abroad — experts


3. MITIGATION:


Trump admin releases 'largest' investment in resilience


CLIMATE IMPACTS


4. WORKFORCE:


Firefighters struggle as quiet season saps pay


5. ARCTIC:


Tribes call for 'all hands on deck' to fight warming


STATES


6. MASSACHUSETTS:
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One of America's leading carbon cutters hits a wall
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One of America's leading carbon cutters hits a wall


7. CALIFORNIA:


Solar mandate waived for catastrophe victims


HURRICANE DORIAN


8. POLITICS:


NOAA assailed for defending Trump's Hurricane Dorian claim


9. RISK:


Emergency insurance directs $11M rush payout to Bahamas


INTERNATIONAL


10. AGRICULTURE:


As the Amazon burns, Brazilian farms face backlash threat


11 . EMISSIONS:


You won't have much luck selling EVs to Germans


Get all of the stories in today's Climatewire, plus an in-depth archive with thousands of articles on your issues,


detailed Special Reports and much more at https://www.climatewire.com.


Forgot your passcodes? Call us at 202-628-6500 now and we'll set you up instantly.


To send a press release, fax 202-737-5299 or email editorial@eenews.net.
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Climatewire is written and produced by the staff of E&E News. It is designed to provide comprehensive, daily


coverage of all aspects of climate change issues. From international agreements on carbon emissions to


alternative energy technologies to state and federal GHG programs, Climatewire plugs readers into the


information they need to stay abreast of this sprawling, complex issue.
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